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LIGHTLY COMPACT SPACES AND INFRA //-CLOSED SPACES

DARRELL W. HAJEK AND AARON R. TODD

ABSTRACT. We show that a topological space is lightly compact if

and only if each countable open filter base has a cluster point.  This

gives a direct connection with  H-closed spaces, and suggests the defi-

nition of infra H-closed spaces as those topological spaces whose con-

tinuous images in first countable Hausdorff spaces are closed.  These

properties are distinct and provide another characterization of pseudo-

compact   T y   spaces.

In [l] light compactness was used to characterize pseudocompact

completely regular spaces, and in [7] it was used in obtaining several

filter characterizations of quasi-regular Baire spaces.  In this paper we

obtain a filter characterization of light compactness and several conse-

quences including a closedness property related to TV-closure.

A space  X  is called TV-closed if for any Hausdorff space   Y and any

continuous /: X —• Y, f[X]  is closed in   Y.   A space  X is called lightly

compact if every locally finite collection of open subsets of X  is finite.

It is well known (see [6]) that TV-closed spaces can be characterized as

those for which every open cover contains a finite subcollection whose

union is dense.  There is a striking similarity between this and the follow-

ing characterization of light compactness which appears in [31.   A space

is lightly compact if and only if every countable open cover contains a

finite subcollection whose union is dense.

We now obtain another characterization of light compactness.   By an

open filter base in a space we will mean a nonempty collection of nonempty

open sets such that the intersection of any two elements of the collection

contains an element of the collection.   If A  is an open filter base in a

space X, we will say that a point  x £ X is  a  cluster point  of A  it

x eC\\clxiU): U e!H
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Theorem 1.   A space  X is lightly compact if and only if each countable

open filter base in X has a cluster point.

Proof.  Let Í U  : n = 1, 2, • • • S be a countable open filter base in a

space X, and suppose that H^Lj clxiUn) = 0.  Then ÍX ~ clxiUn):

72 = 1, 2, • • • S  is a countable open cover of X, but the complement of each

X ~ cl^XUjA contains an element of ! U  : n = 1, 2, • • • S-  Hence the union of

any finite subcollection of [X ~ cl^iU ): n = 1, 2, • • • !  cannot be dense in

X; so  X  is not lightly compact.  Suppose now that Í V  : n = 1, 2, • • • S   is a

countable open cover of X  the union of no finite subset of which is dense.

Now [X ~ Ufc = i clx^Vk):  » = 1* 2, ••♦!  is a countable open filter base in

X.  Given any  x £ X, there is  some 72  such  that x £ V  .  Then x 4

clx(X ~ clx(V„)); so

x4 nUM^y^vMj.

Thus {X ~ Ut=i c^x^r?:  n = *» 2| - ' ' '  nas no cluster point.

Theorem 1 allows us to establish quite easily a result about continuous

images of lightly compact spaces.

Proposition 2.   Suppose X  is lightly compact and f: X —> Y is continuous.

Then any subspace Z  of Y such that f[X]CZC  cly(/[x])  is lightly

compact.

Proof.  Suppose [ V   : n = 1, 2, • • • S  is an open filter base in Z.  Then

\f~    W ]:  72 = 1, 2, • • • S  is a countable open filter base in X, which, by

Theorem 1, must have a cluster point x.  If fix) were not a cluster point of

(V  : 72= 1, 2, •••! then there would exist an open neighborhood  U of x

disjoint from some   V  , and this would imply that /       Wl is an open neigh-

borhood of x disjoint from /       [V  ].  Thus fix) must be a cluster point of

{V   : 72 = 1, 2, • • • S  and  Z must be lightly compact by Theorem 1.

Now Proposition 2 gives us another characterization of lightly compact

Hausdorff spaces.

Theorem 3.  A Hausdorff space X  is lightly compact if and only if for

each Hausdorff space   Y and each continuous f : X —> Y, 720 point y £

cly(/[X]) ~ f[X] has a countable neighborhood base.

Proof.   Let / be a continuous function from any space X  into a Haus-

dorff space   Y  and suppose that x £ cly(/[X]) ~ f[X] has a countable neigh-

borhood base ÍÍ7  : n = 1, 2, • • • ¡.  Then {/[x] r> ÍV : 0 = 1, 2, • • • 1 is a

countable open filter base in /[X]  which has no cluster point.  Thus f[X]
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and, hence, X are not lightly compact.  Let us now suppose that X is a

Hausdorff space which is not lightly compact.  By Proposition 2 there is a

countable open filter base ! U  :  n = 1, 2, • • • S  in X  which has no cluster

point.  Let X    denote the set  X u I^S  (where w  is an object not already in

X).  With the topology generated by the open subsets of X  together with the

sets of the form  U   U \w\, X    is clearly a Hausdorff space.  It is also clear

that the embedding of X in X    is continuous, that w is not in the image of

X  but is in its closure, and that  w has a countable neighborhood base.

In view of the remarkable similarity in the characterizations of TV-closed

spaces and lightly compact spaces one is tempted to try to characterize

lightly compact spaces in terms of the spaces in which their continuous

images are closed.  Theorem 3 would seem to indicate the natural direction

to try.

Definition.   A space  X  will be called infra TV-closed provided that any

continuous image of X  in any first countable Hausdorff space is closed.

Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 clearly show that lightly compact implies

infra TV-closed, and this fact together with the construction of X    in the

proof of Theorem 3 (in particular the obvious fact that  X  first countable

implies X   first countable) give us the following result.

Proposition 4.   If X  is a first countable Hausdorff space then X  is

lightly compact if and only if X  is infra H-closed.

We may also enlarge on the characterization of completely regular

pseudocompact spaces given in [lj.

Theorem 5.   // X  is a completely regular space the following are equivalent.

(i) X  is pseudocompact,

(ii) X  is lightly compact,

(iii) X is infra H-closed.

Proof.  The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is Theorem 3 of [l], and we have

just noted that (ii) implies (iii).  If X is not pseudocompact it is easily seen

that there is a continuous real valued function on X whose image is not

closed, and, hence, that  X  is not infra TV-closed.

It is not, however, the case that lightly compact and infra TV-closed are

equivalent in general.  In [4] Herrlich, beginning with a  T1   space   Y, con-

structs a regular Hausdorff space  X  such that the only continuous functions

from  X into   Y are constant.  His construction involves the cardinality of

Y, but only as the cardinality of collections of open sets whose intersections

are singletons.  Thus only the most trivial modifications are needed in his
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argument to produce a regular Hausdorff infra TV-closed space.  It is also

easily shown that the space constructed in this manner is not lightly compact.

In [5] an TV-closed (in fact minimal Hausdorff) space is constructed

which is of first category in itself.  As regular TV-closed spaces are compact,

this example is not regular.  Any regular lightly compact space must be a

Baire space [7, Lemma 31, and thus it is of interest to note that the space

constructed in [4] can be shown to be the countable union of nowhere dense

subsets using essentially the same argument as can be used to show it is

not lightly compact.

For those interested, we would like to note that ideas related to those

in this paper are surveyed in [2].
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